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The 88th hour test l'flquired for
graduation is Nov. 5.
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Thursday.• Octob~r 13. 1971
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Moon Ove.r Marron

Although Victor Regent,, chairma" 'of the Phsyics afldAstronomy dept.
informed the·LOBO that it was· not possible to photogt:aph the fiC/ipse.of the
sun, LOBO photographer Wendell T. Hunt succeeded in getting the
photographs show above page.
.
·
. Hunt used a 20f! mm Canon lens on a Canon FTB through 11n exposed
Kodak Ortho [Type 31 nepatlve.
·

·•

The eclipse was only partiill in Albuquerque. A total eclipse was visible in
parts of the Plicific Ocean and Colombm, Sou(h America.

,!'

<

A solar eclipse occurs whenever the moon passes iJirectly between the
sun 11nd the earth. In the photographs the moon's sh'adow appe.ars to have
taken a bit out of the sun.
.
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.Partially Blinded
-By the Ligh·t:
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By United Press International

degrees, throughout the United
States~ . · i~cluding Alaska and
The moon passed .in front' of the Hawaii,Mexico and Central
sun Wednesday, causing a rare America and much of Canada and
·. solar ec'Iipse that threw into northern South America. · .
darkness a long, thin strip of the
Total darkness fell in a line that
Pacific ocean from the tip of · angled from a point severa:l hunsouthern Asia . to South America dred miles off the coast of southern
and dimming 'the sky over much of Asia in the North Pacific, following
the western hemisphere.
a southeastward course passing just
· Residertts throughout the path of north of the Hawaiian islands and
the eclipse, which lasted several extending from 700 miles into
hours beginning at midday, were Central Colombia.
·~ warned by astronomers noi to view
Scientists and astronomy buffs
the sun with the naked eye during trYing to get a look at the t()tal
LOBO pho1o by R•chel Dlxoll
the event, because even a brief look eclipse took to ships to view the o
for several secomls could cause historic event. A mexican navy
permanent eye damage.
ship, the Usamacinta,. carried
The moon's path across the sun reporters and scientists to a point
created a partial eclipse, in which · 1,426 miles west of Acapulco, into·
the sun was blocked out in varying the tot~l-eclipse zone.
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At UNM Mall Rally

In Mexico City, 62 per cent of the
sun was blocked by the moon, 69
per cent in Acapulco. and 47 per
cent in Los Angeles.
· "We hope people will use plain
old common sense and not try to
observe the eclipse directly by any
me~ns," said Ronald· Oriti of the
Griffith.
He warned that the ultraviolet
raysjn even the reduced amount of
sunlight in a partia:l eclipse can
cause partial or complete blindness,
burning the optic nerves beyond
~epair.

Oriti cautioned •that gazing
directly at the. sun with sunglasses,
smoked glass, dark photo negatives
and other simple light dimming
devices areinadequate protection.
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Bakke -Discri-mination Case
Likened
to Neo-Nazis; Klan
.
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By J.B; SKENANOO.RE

are moving too Jast," he said,
Hardy criticized President Carter for not showing
support for minority affirl11ative action pr9grams such
as the one at the California school. "He travels
around the world talkjng about human rights,'' said
Hardy, "but human rights means affirmative action.''
Corrdinatot Jean Frakes from the Women's Center
said she and: others were ''frightened and angry"
about recent reactionary events in America such as the
r~surgence of the Nazi political party, the marching in
the streets of the Klu Klux Klan and the Bakke case.
Frak.es said ihat
UNM, "We must make sure that
our admission policies are affirmgtive action, and that
they are within the· law."
Speaking for the Kiva Club, law student John..
Petosky talked about the University's responsibilitY to
serve the community and all its members with tbe
opportunities it can provide. Petosky said a state
university should be subject to equal representation of
· Bob·Hardy, speaking for the Black Student Union 'the people who support it .. ·
·
1
said ''I don;t like to dignify the case by ~isc~ssillg it in
' Minotities are underrepresented in the legal and
public.'' Hardy said the U.S. is a racist country and''' medical professions" he said, "and equal representhat a court case ,which tries ro limit advances of tation is necessary to insure that all groups have a fair
mmont1es 1s long overdue. "The Anglos are afra1d we share in s-ociety's resources.'.'
LOBO Staff Writer
Representatives from five UNM organizations
spoke against the Bakke reverse discrimination case at
Wedne,sday's afternoon rally on the mall outside the
.New Mexico Union building.
·
Del Conroy from the Mexican-American Law
Students Assoiciation (MALSA) began by explaining
the fec.ts in the case.· Allen Bakke, he said, is a white
male who was twice denied admission to the University
of Ca1i fornia at Davis School of. Medicine. Bakke
contends in his suit, he was discriminated against by
an . admissions program there. It allowed certain
students who are members ofraeial minority groups to
be admitted despite their lower (than Bakke's) grade
point averages and test scores.
The U.S. Supreme Court Wednesday began hearin&::J
the case.
·
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LOBO photo by W.T. Hunt

Students Hold Rslly to Protest Bakke Suit
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Israeli Issue In Talks

Private COncerns
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WASHINGTON (UPI) President Carter said Wednesd(ly
Israel's approval of his peace
conference formula "is not a final
decision" and mediators still have
to satisfy the "private concerns" of
Israel as well as the Arabs.
His comment, coming only a d~;~y
after Israel's cabinet unanimously
accepted the U,S. plan, suggested
that resumption of the Geneva
conference is not assured even' from
Israel's yiewpoint.
State· Dept. officials, meantime,
said Egypt and Jordan might join
Israel in accepting the U ,s; conference formula, but Syrian ap- ·
proval is· less certain and more
preparatory negotiations are likely
to be required in any case.

•

The United States has been
striving to get the Ge~eva . conference resumed before the year is
OU(,

Carter, escorting Nigerian leader
Olusegun Obasanjo to his
limousine after a White House
meeting, said he w~;~s "pleased "
with the Israeli Cabinet decision
announced Tuesday evening, But
he added: "It's not a final decision
yet obv.iously because we don't Yet
know the private concerns on the
part of the' Israelis. We're consulting constantly with the Arabs as
well."
The Israeli Cabinet did not
announce
any
hedges
or
•qualifications when it declared its
acceptance of the plan, and Carter

•

Nodco'1 •oell. .olll aaaell America'• •oel
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~ncho Villa tequila
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WHO'S WHO
Among Students
In American
· Universities And Colleges

did not say what the "private
concerns" might be.
Presumably, · however, they
would' .relate to the precise form of
Palestinian representation at the
conference, which has been left
vague in the still-secret U.S. plan.
"I think every week is bringing
some progress toward Geneva," • .
Carter said, "I think there's been a
substantial alleviation among
leaders of their concerns about the
·results of a Geneva conference.
"I think they're all beginning to
see it's not something they need to
fear. It's a first step toward a
possible peace settlement. But it's
e~tremely sensitive and extremely
complicated.
"Tile national leaders presently
in office have made very abusive
statements in the past and it's hard
for tnem to modify or correct their
statements in a constructive
· fashion. But they're doing their
best."
At the State Dept. officials said
the on.e-page U.S, working paper
on peace -conference organization
has been cabled to the governments
of Jordan, Egyp( and Syria for
consideration.
They said they expect the Arab
foreign ministers to meet later this
month to formulate a joint
response.
They also said they expect J orda.n
and Egypt may suggest changes
even though they have accepted the
basic ideas in the U.S. plan, while
Syria - which usually follows the
hardest line of the three - might
create bigger problems.
"A number of details remain
outstanding (in the plan), including
the question of Palestini,;tn
·representation,'' State Dept.
spokesman Hodding Carter III
said.

NAIROBI, Kenya- Ugandan President Idi Amin issued a ':final
warning'' to Kenya to stop spreading lies against Uganda or Amin will
have to "teach Kenya a lesson," Kampala radio reported,
Amin, saying he was a man "of action and few words," warned the
United States and Britain they were powerless to come to Nairobi's
rescue and said Kenya could not escape his wrath since "Kenya is 20
years behind Uganda's rising military power."
Amin ch~;~rged that Kenya had become the "headquarters" of
Ugandan exiles working against his country and warned that he could
do the same with Kenyans living in Uganda. He accused Kenya of
being the world's largest "long range station for broadcasting
malicious propaganda" against his regime.

Deadline:

Friday, October H,
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WASHINGTON (UPI) - The federal government should not pay
House voted Wednesday to offer for abortions for poor women
the Senate "compromise " through the Medicaid program
language on· federal financing of except where the life of the mother
abortions in an attempt to end a otherwise would be endangered.
dispute which could hold up pay for
The Senate said. abortion .funds
thousands of government workers should be allowed in cases of rape,
and benefits for millions of needy incest and where a doctor says an
persons.
.
abortion is "medically necessary."
1977 at 5 p.m.
But it was· language which the
Wednesday by a vote of 263-142,
chief Senate negotiators already the House decided to allow funds
have rejected as "no compromise." ·for "medical procedures" for the
The House previously said the "prompt" treatment of some
victims of "forced" rape and incest.
The procedures could, under the
House language, be used only
"before the fact of pregnancy is
established."
The rape or incest Would have to
be "reported to a law enforcement
agency.''
Sll01tr(~ASI~ ()I~
The House proposal also would
allow use of "drugs or devices to
prevent implantation of the fertilized ovum'' and medical
procedures to terminate an "ec- ·
topic" pregnancy, outside the
womb.
The House-Senate deadlock is
holding up a $60 billion ap-
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DAILYLOHO
Our 100 plus craftsmen thank you for making
our first year in Albuquerque a successful one.
Now thru October 18th, you can save on literally
thousands of hand-crafted items from AmeriCa's
top craftsmen selling direct to you. We've never
had a sale before so grab your Christmas list
and come in now.
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Abortion Deadlock Stalls
HEW-Labor Paychecks

Applications are now avallable and may be picked up at the
Student Activities Center, 1st floor, New Mexico Union Building. Anyone currently enrolled at UNM who is a junior, senior
or graduate student in good standing (2.0 or higher) with his/
her college is eligible to apply. Groups may submit the names
of individuals they fee! are particularly deserving as well as individuals submitting their own applications.
Return Your Application To The
Student Activities Center, 1st Floor,
New Mexico Union Building

' .

Pill Ban

WASHINGTON - The Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
_sai!l Wednesday it wants to ban the use of amphetamines- pep pills
- as a diet aid for fat persons, a move that would further reduce the
availability of the drugs.
At the moment, the FDA said, amphetamines are approved only for
s~ort term obesity control and 88 per cent of the legitimate medical
use of the drugs is for that purpose.
Even though increased government control during the past decade
has reduced the amount of amphetamines that legally can be
manufactured by about 75 per cent, "abuse of these drugs continues," the FDA said.
The agency said it would hold a hearing in December on the
proposed ban on use of the drugs for weight control. The ban in turn
would allow federal drug enforcment officials to cut down the amount
of the drugs which can be manufactured.
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Vol. 82

propriation to run the Depts. of
Labor and Health, Education and
Welfare during the fiscal year
which began Oct. I.
Unless the dispute is settled by
Thursday, some 240,000 employes
of those agencies will receive cuts in
pay, and millions of poor, elderly,
disabled and unemployed persons
may lose federal benefits in certain
programs.
HEW Secretary Joseph Califano
and Labor Secretary Ray Marshall
pleaded with creditors to be
"considerate and humane" with
federal workers who cannot pay
their bills. Marshall noted it will be
very hard for low-wage workers •
Social security benefits and most
welfare and unemployment
programs will continue.
The House approved the new
language after a narrow key vote of
209-206 to "recede from," or
change, its previous stand.
Rep. Daniel Flood, D-Pa., the
chief House negotiator, then
proposed the new language to the
house as a "compromise."
·
Rep. Henry Hyde, R-Ill., author
of the earlier'! Life of the Mother"
requirement, first opposed any
change, then accepted Flood's
proposal, although he said, "It is a
far
from what I
"

150 M.P.G.
Motobecanes
see them at

no. 38
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"We do have the right under the
treaLyJ.o ,take. any .s.teps.necessary to .
keep the canal open,'' Todman
said. "Clarifying that point has
been critical."
He also said Washington would
not enter into bilateral agreements
with small, scattered Caribbean
countries but would push instead to
ease "the desperate situation" in
the region through a multilateral
arrangement proposed at the
conference Tuesday by First Lady
Rosalynn Carter.
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constructive actions and not for the
organiz1)tion of propaganda
shows," he said, adding that
"propoganda and polemics are
futile."
Delegates said the Russians
clearly were referring to the United
States and other western nations
which have sharply criticized
alleged Soviet violations of the
accords.
"The Soviet delegation is opposed to polemics," the official
U.S. deh!gation reply said. "So are
we, and there have been none."
"We have said before arid we say
again now that we seek no confrontation here and we expect
none," U.S. spokesman Thomas B.
Reston said. "What we do expect is
a thorough review of the implementaion to date of all aspects
of the final act," including human
rights.
The United States criticized the
Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia
by name for the first time at the
conference Tuesday, U ,S. Delegate.
Joyce Hughes accused the two
Communist countries of tampering

t:J
with international mail in violation e.
of the Helsinki pact and postal -<
r<
treaties.
0

'"' '

0'

Vorontsov also criticized U.S.
legislation which blocks "most
favored nation" trade status- for
countries which do not allow free
emigration, saying t)1e two issues
were not related.
U.S. diplomats said privately
that the legislation may violate the
Helsinki accords' call for free ::~nd
non-d_iscriminatory trade relations.
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"Whatever happens on those
islands is going to have an impact in
·the United States," the native of
the U.S. Virgin Islands said.

ORIG. 520 TO S3Q
Assorted Colors

He also said the Carter administration was "working on" an
agreement to allow U.S. news
agencies to open bureaus in Cuba.
In his luncheon speech, Todman
told the group of about 400 editors
at the Cerromar Beach Hotel 30
miles west of San Juan that
American newspapers should try to
give their readers a deeper un·
derstanding of countries south of
the U.s. border.

5-M-L

''The need for public understanding creates a challenge for
you in the news profession as well
· as for us in government," Todman
said.
"The really important stories are
already there, waiting to be told."
He said it was a "tragedy'' {hat
some newspapers focus on dramatic
events like coups and hurriCanes,
and gloss over the significance of.
political developments like the
signing of the Panama Canal
treaty.

On the.normalization of relations
with Cuba, Todman, who visited
Havana recently, said, "We have
·clearly begun to deal with each
other on the basis of present

.

::,

r

Brazil, Mexico and seyeral other
South Americn nations, he said,
"arc increasingly important actors
on major global problems, yet we
read little about their activities."

SUB
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Soviets See Propaganda

Treaty Questioned

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. - The Space Shuttle
Enterprise, America's hope for future manned spaceflight, performed
its fourtl) free flight so "superbly" Wednesday enthusiastic NASA
officials announced only one more test will be needed.
· After the final test, scheduled for Oct. 26, the shuttle will be
shipped to NASA's facility at Huntsville, Ala., for vibration tests
leading to its first orbital flight scheduled for March, 1979.

~ep

Fro.m Shoplifting

On U.S. Canal Rights

The Voyage ofEnterprise

(

'
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ldi Issues 'Final Warning'

FDA Proposes

Bo'okstore Loses

The UJ';IM Bookstore has lost "approximately $8,000 to $10,000"
w~rth of Items through shoplifting in the first two months of school,
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (UPI)
srud A. 0. Jackson, bookstore manager.
- The soviet· Union Wednesday
He estimated the largest losses were from the upper level of the
accused the United States of using
bookstore, wbere clothes and gift items are located.
"psychological warfare" at the
"Textbooks are the next largest number of thefts," he said.
·Belgrade conference by staging a
Jackson said there were more thefts when business ran slow
"propaganda show" over human
''because We have fewer employes and police around to watch."
rights.
.
"When business is faster, we have more employes and police, plus
The l)nited.States, which earlier
we enforce the rule of not carrying knapsacks or books into the
criticized the Soviet Union and
store," he said.
·
. Czechoslovakia ·for alleged mail
To prev,ent mor~ shoplifting, Jackson said the bookstore would
violations, immediately issued an
ha~e "more surveillaiJce by employes, work-study students and
official denial of the Russian·
police.
. charges.
'--------------~---..:...-------....!
In a strongly ·worded speech to
the 35-nation meeting called to
review
the
1975
Helsinki
Agreement, Soviet Delegate Yuli
Vorontsov warned that ''to
transform the Belgrade conference,
into an arena of psychological
warfare would distort the intentions
of the leaders who signed the ·
(Helsinki) final act."
DORADO, Puerto Rico (UPI) - realities rather than merely past
"We wonder why some people
Assistant Secretary of State Terence antagonism."
are putting on a show over human
A. Todman said Wednesday
rights," Vorontsov told the Soviet
Panama has questioned sections of
Following his appearance ·at News Agency Tass in an interview
the new canal treaty giving the Dorado, Todman was leaving on a distributed
to
we.stern
United States the right to guarantee Caribbean trip to Haiti. and the correspondents.
the flow of traffic in the waterway. Dominican Republic.
"We should use our time for
Todman also chastised American
newspapers for neglecting "the
really important stories" in Latin
American and reserving big
headlines for disasters and pOlitical
crises.
In a question-and-answer period
at the 18th annual United Press
International
Editors
and
Publishers Conference, the 57-year·
old official was asked why
negotiators Sol Linowitz and
Ellsworth Bunker had returned to
Panama.
He replied that the Panamanians
had requested clarification of the
U.S. guarantee to keep the canal
open.

By lJn1ted 'PreS~;> lntern<ttlonal ·
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In Human Rights Campaign
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artists at the Meridian Gallery in
·
the First Plaza Ga!eria.
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Consider the Vet

8
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Fraulein, Dana Wynter 2:30 p.m.,
ch. 7.

"

New Mexico Architecture Week
exhibit at the First Plaza Galeria
through Oct. 31.

·

September Affair, 1oan Fontaine
and Joseph Cotton 11:30 p.m., ch.
13.
.
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"
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Friday

~
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One- Woman' exhibit by Janet Even Dwarfs Started Small
.
'
Lippincott at the Museum of d1recied by Herzog but not with 0
Albuquerque's Mini-Museum in the· Tiny Tim. SUB theatre on Fri. for
Frist Plaza LGaleria through Nov. $1 at 7 and 9:15p.m.
·
18.
.•

T.V. Movies
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The problems of veterans in Albuquerque are many; and a bill to be
·introduced in next year's legislative session creating work-study jobs for
many veterans would surely help. And veterans on the UNM campus
·
would be among those who benefit the most.
The bill would provide jobs in state agencies for vets whb are state
residents and who are enrolled in Veteran's Administration (VAl approved job-training programs, The bill would appropriate abour. $1
million in state funds and would be supplemented by $800,000 from the
federal government for Comprehensive Employment Training Act
(CETAI jobs.
IN ITSELF the bill sounds like dream come true and it appears many
\'lets would be a lot better off if the bill got through. But we feel some
changes are needed in federal laws if the bill is to reach its desired goal.
Many vets get CETA jobs that involve .a job that last as long as the
federal government foots part of the vet's salary. These jobs are·
designed to give the vet on-the-job training with the employer hiring the
-Jet once the federal government stops paying its part ofthe salary.
UNFORTUNATELY, many ~mployers look at these programs as a
way to get cheap labor and they lay off the vet once the federal money
runs out. The unsuspecting vet is right back where he started-out in
the street.
The VA should be l.ooking into ways to stop this unfair treatment as
well,
In the meantime, it app.ears this work-study bill )lllould certainly aid a
great many veterans at UNM and they deserve it. Veterans have many
problems after returning from the service, not the least of wliich is
finding ~job a~d stayi~g in school. Any measures that would help vets
reach th1s med1um eas1er should be fully supported.

Saturday
Superago vs. Diabo/icus, monsters

We were greatly saddened to would be simply ideal for the
read the plight of 15 sharks in sharks, and as long as there were
Florida who might be left homeless signs posted "Don't Wade Too
after their tourist attraction home · Close to the Water," things ~ould
has gone out of business.
remain reasonably safe. Of course,
THE OWNERS are distraught the ducks would have to be
because they can't release the relocated, but we're sure President
sharks into the ocean for fear that· Davis' twin daughters would love to
they might decide they like the have a dozen or so pet ducks.
sight of ,humans and might even
WHAT THE HECK? We could.
invite a few over for lunch. Other
animals at the attraction were sold, even train the sharks to jump
but the owners are having a tough through fiery hoops or something.
And possibly they'd escape when
time finding a home for the sharks.
Here at UNM we have an ex- Returning Student· Association
cellent facility that might house one members were streaking the duck
or two of the fish . What's wrong pond and we'd quit getting all those
with the duck pond? This location pesky letters to the editor.

Good Incentive
The junior honorary society, Las Campanas, has started a nice
tradition that we hope is never dropped.
Las Campanas selects a deserving teacher-of-the-month and honors
that teacher.
THIS IS AN excellent practice as it brings recognition to some of the
unsung heroes of UNM who would otherwise go unnoticed by the
multitudes. It is also a nice incentive to teachers who feel they are
ignored.
This month's winner was history professor William Dabney who is
famous for serving refreshments during test periods. There are a
number of other outstanding candidates and las Campanas deserves a
.
·
pat on the .back for this good idea.
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anc! things noon, ch. 4.

A Breath of Scandal, Sophia Loren
and John Gavin noon, ch, 13.
W. C. Fields and Me, guess who 8
p.m., ch. 4.
Titanic, Barbara "Big Valley''
Stanwyck 10:30 p.m., ch. 7.
Warpath, Edmond O'Brien and
DeanJagger11:30p.m., ch.13.

a

Sharking Solution

"We Lived by Animals" exhibit of
Eskimo art at the Maxwell Museum
opening· Sudnay and running
through Oct. 16.

Sunday
DOONESBURY
NA!<K, I sHouW AOO P/11?.511~
1HCTICAU..Y HeRE 7HAT IN
simply by coming to our office and
Editor:
I am taking this opportunity to picking up an application. I urge all
offer a public invitation and a interested students to run for a
Director's position.
challenge to the students of UNM.
The New Mexi'co Public Interest
Research Group (NMPIRG) is
PIRG can be anything we, its
unique, being both a chartered members, want it to be. I enstudent. organization and a non- courage any and all students to
profit corporation. The difficult first show the wisdom and foresight to
year of getting organized is over. use the most effective tool available
to us. Regardless of your interests
This year, with a budget of more or political persuasion, run for the
than $60,000, a staff of five fulltim.e PI RG Board of Directors.
professionals, and four fulltime
Peter Cubra
VISTA volunteers on the way,
NMPIRG will be an influential
element both on campus, and in
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Due to a
the community.
typographical error, there was a
The direction and form PIRG will
take this year and in the future, will
be decided by the students who are
elected to our Board of Directors.
Any member may run for our Board ·

COMPI!TlNG MRS. ONAGSIS's
NlZPS, I HAO 70 8G MINOFllt..
OF H/!1?. /1810/NG GENer<()S/TY!

"

and Epoxy 3:30p.m., ch. 7,
· White Line Fever, Jan Michael at the Maxwell Museum in the
Vincent and UNM V.P: Marvin Anthropology building. Continues
"Swede" Johnson 8 p.m., ch. 7.
through Dec. 5.
Downhill Racer, Robert Redford, "Contemporary
Photography"
Gene Hackp1an and snow 8 p.m.,
conthiuing through Oct. 16 in the
ch. 13.
Birds of Prey, David "Fugitive" Art Museum of the Fine Arts
Center, lowell eve!.
Janssen 10:30 p.m., ch. 7.
I Wa{k Alone, Lizabeth Scott and
"T.he History of Photography; the
Burt Lancaster 11:15 p.m., ch. 13.
The Outfits, Clark Gable is not in first 100 Years," continuing
through Nov. 6 in the Art Museum
this one 11:30 p.m., ch. 4.
of the Fine Arts Center upper level.

"Egyptian

Tapes~ries"

UNM Lobos take on the Wichita
State Shockers and should finally
win this one. 7:30 p.m. at the
University Stadium,

Swim at Joh11son Gym Mon.
through Fri. 7 a.m.-3:30 p.m.,
5:50-9:15 p.m., Sat. ai:Jd Sun 12
M?rvin :·swede" Johnson, vice president for student and alumni 4:45p.m.
· affatrs~ will be seen on national T.V. Johnson plays the role of a
hood m the movie White Line Fever with Jan Michael Vincent.

Museums and
Culture

''Lithography If, Tamarind Suite
Fifteen" continuing through Nov.
starts Sun. 13 at the Art Museum of the Fine

C H EA p

.Arts Center, lower level.
"Arenas of Conflict" by Arthur
Sussman at the Jon son Gallery,
1909 Las Lomas NE contint~ing
through Nov. 4.

directed by Sam Pecldnpah, SUB ~
theatre 7 and 9:15 p.m. for a buck ....,
on Sat.

All Aboard for Siberia, Sun. at 7:30
p.m. cjust up the steps at Popejoy
Hall.
'

BIG BUCKS
"War" in concert at the University
Ar.ena for Homecoming at 8 p.m.
Fn. $5.50.
Championship Wrestling. Blood
and guts at the Civic Auditorium on
Sun. First bell at 7:30 p.m. Tickets
$4, $3.50 and $2.50.

Movies
!).

Midnight
Five Easy Pieces, with Karen Black

"Ebony Visions'' surrealistic pencil
art at the Good Time Gallery, 3107
Eubank Blvd NE through Oct. 31. ·

as one of them, 94c at the FoxWinrock.

Metro Youth Art at the Musuem of
Albuquerque at the Sunport on
Yale SE.

Concrete for $1.50 at Don Pancho's. '

Exhibit

the Coronado, 4 theatres, $1.50.

by eight contemporary

-·

....,

Cheaper than cars
Now at the SUB
Puch stars

Hollywood Boulevard, Asphalt and

Emmanuel II, .out of focus sex at

Opening For Your Business!
Saturday October 15
ope

misprint in the last PIRG letter. The
letter
about . marijuana
decriminalization should have said
decriminalization would save the
city of Albuquerque $800,000. The
LOBO regrets the error.)

Grey .Problem
Editor:
The other day while I was glancing through an old issue of the
·LOBO, I call]e across a letter by Nancy Harris in which she displayed
understandable disgust toward the actions of several ivory' art peddlers.
Deciding to see for myself these shameful actions, I ventured to a table
set up in front of the SUB and inspected the material in question.
Surely enough, ivory jewelry was being sold by two unfeeling, mercenary souls, who, when questioned as tq where they obtained the
goods, displayed the same defensive rudeness as Miss Harris encountered. Well, while reading the artists' retort to Miss Harris' letter, I
think that rude, unfeeling, and mercenary do not quite describe these
people. One must add that they are also ignornant imbeciles, incapable
of even the slightest perception of l~ic.
Just what do they mean by "elephant graveyards"? Is that supposed
to be the pachyderm version of Forest Lawn or Memory Gardens?
Indeed, elephants do "die naturally", but the only place one will find an
"elephant graveyard'' is in a Johnny Weismuller Tarzan movie. These
legendary bone orchards never existed, and never will. Admittably,
elephants sometimes leave the herd to .die in the bush, but they cer·
tainly do not seek out the remains of their ancestors in some imaginary
plot. l also might question that these two obtained the ivory before the
elephant was considered on the the road to extinction. Herds of this
magnificent animal did not start diminishing last month. It has been a
tragic decline reaching over the span of many years, and the elephant's
demise has not been because a greater percentage of them are aged
and diseased. It has been due to man's wanton waste of his wild
heritage and the demand for such items as ivory jewelry to satisfy our
insatiable vanity, and the artist's (Teresa Hill) pocketbook. Besides
What Miss Hill obviously does not comprehend, is that even if th~
elephant upon whose tusks she now carves did die a "legal death", as
long as there is a demand for the items she produces, elephants will
continue to perish from poacher's bullets and hideous snares. So,
Teresa Hill, you and your partner wave your "legal papers" as
justification for ~he cruel slaughter of a wild thing, not only are your .
morals calloused·and numb, but so are your brains.
Damian Horne

Indestruc/able Man, Lon Chaney

\

Straw Dogs, Dustin Hoffman

J.J. Moped

fine motorized bicycles
PEUGEOT

by Garry Trudeau

;
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•Indoor demonstration track
•Full line parts and accessories
•Factory trained service personel
•Financing. available

3222 Central SE 268-3949
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Commie Love Pot ton Eve I
Ensnares Woman Mercy Plea Postponed

.
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Are These Men
Your Avera·ge
History Teachers?

DUESSELDO&F, West Germany
(UP!) -Helga Berger said she W<IS
so thrilled when she met a British
secret !!gent she told him all Gorts of
things about goings-on in the
foreign .ministry, where she was a
secretary.
There was mutual trust, she said,
and he introduced her to the chief
of the British Secret Service who
was on a trip to Germany.
That was in 1966, the ,beginning
of a 10-year romance that continued even after the British agent·
turned out to be an East German
spy, she told the court a't the
opening session of her treason trial.
"He was my great love," the 36year-old secretary said. ''I was very
disappointed when I discovered he
was not a British agent, but I kept

The inan pictured second right once taught a UNM
history class. Who is he and what honor was bestowed
upon him?
Here are the rest oftoday's trivia questions.·
What recreational center once stood where the
Triangle :j3ar is located?
What Lobo footballer played left field for the
Kansas City Athletics in 1960?
Who is Chelsea the Cat?
What is beerine? .
In what year did the freshmen basketball team
defeat the varsity Lobos and what was the score of the.
game?
Who was the last woman editor of the LOBO.
What 1930 UNM drama graduate appear:ed in the
· movie Gone with The Wind? (Hint; It was not Clark
Gable).
What UNM professor has had a large lunar crater
named for him?
What is the middle name of the LOBO Assista.nt
News Editor?

~~ca;;;i~gdi~e~~ ~~~~r~att~s~

him."
Berger is one of a number of
government secretaries the east has
enlisted for espionage by using
romance as a tool to ensnare lonely
women seeking adventure, according to legal authorities.
Three other female secretaries
have been charged with espionage
and will be tried soon.
"They are not ideological spies,"
an official said. "Aqd they
not
doing it for money. More and more
the East German State Security
Service is using male agents to court
females and get them to spy for
•
love.
"Once enlisted, they virtually
cart secrets out of their ministries
by the carload," the official said.
"They take teletype tapes, NATO
documents, secret telegrams,
letters, copies of codes.''

Admission Basis at Issue
.

Bakke Decision Argue.d

Fl

For nearly two hours, the nine
W ASHlNGTON (UPI) ·- Allan
justices
heard arguments in the
Bakke's lawyer told the Supreme
Court Wednesday that Race "is an closely watched case in which they
impossible basis" for admissions to at·e being asked to make one of the
professional schools. The gover- most momentous decisions on civil
nment countered that blindess to rights since "separate but equal"
public schools were struck down in
race "is to be blind to reality."
And the lawyer for the University 1954.
They heard in turn from
of California, which twice denied
Archibald
Cox, the former solicitor
Bakke admission to its medical
general
and
Watergate prosecutor
school, rejected the notion that
representing
the university; Wade
"reverse discrimination" was
McCree,
the
current solicitor
inflicted on the 37-year old White
general
arguing
for the governapplicant.
ment, and Reynold Colvin, Bakke's
lawyer from San Francisco.
The justices, who will dectde the
case by written opinion later this
term, listened attentively and interrupted frequently with questions
in the chamber jammed with
spectators.
Colvin argued that race is "an·
impossible basis on which to judge
peopJJ• and that "ability is not
measured by skin pigmentation."
But· McCree, a Black· and a
former federal judge, said
discrimination still exists 23 years
after the milestone school
desegregation decision, and that
"to be blind to race today is to be
blind to reality."
Thurgood Marshall, the court's
only Black member, interrupted
Colvin at one point to say: ''You're
arguing about keeping someb()dY
out and the other side is arguing
about getting somebody in.
"So it depends how you look at
it, doesn't it?" .
Bakke
claimed
he
was
disciminated against because 16 per
cent of the openings for each entering class at the university's
medical school at Davis, Calif.,
were reserved for disadvantaged
•
minorities under a special admission program.
But Cox, told the court, "There
ts no racially blind method of

Hamer:amin'd Dance
Featurint;~

TRAVELLER

Saturday, Dctaber.t5
!J:!ID p.m. - t:DD a.m.
in the
Student Unian Ballraam
Fldmissian will be

FREE

Ta Students With UNM ID's

are

selection which will enroll more
than· a trickle" of minority
students.
Cox urged the justices to reverse
the California Supreme Court,
which declared the admissions
program unconstitutional becaqse
it classified applicants on the basis
of race.
''For
generations,
racial
discrimination in the United States.
.. isolated certain minorities and
condemned them to inferior
education," said Cox, standing
ramrod straight before the curved
bench.
Now, he said, schools want
voluntarily to increase the number
of minority doctors and set models
for the next generation of Blacks,
Chicanos and other minorities to
overcome past discrimination.
McCree followed up with the
argument that many Americans
born in 1954 when the Supreme
Court decided Brown vs. Board of
Education still are ''knocking on
the doors of professional schools"
today seeking to fulfil that promise
of equal opportunity.
"We are here asking the court to
give us the full dimensions of the
14th amendment, "which provides
equal protection of law for all
persons, McCree said.
In his argument, Colvin stressed
Bakke's personal stake in the <;ase,
saying: "Allan Bakke's position is
that he has a right not to be
discriminated against by reason of
his race and that's what brings
Allan Bakke to this court.''
"The ultimate fact in this case,
no matter how you turn it, is that
Mr. Bakke was deprived of an
opportunity to attend the school by
reason of his race," said Colvin.
"We do not believe that intelligence, achievement, ability are
measured by skin pigment or the
last name or surname," he said.

OVERWEIGHT?
try our
D.IET CENTER

Melon Man
Cultivates
·sig Ones
TARBORO, N.C. (UP!) Edward Weeks doesn't just grow
watermelons, he calls them monster
melons- the size of washtubs. ,
The Guiness Book of World
Records has certified for its 1978
edition his 197-pound watermelon
as the biggest grown in the world.
"Yep, the county agent and
congressman L.H. Fountain stood
right here and weighed it on official
scales," he said proudly.
A Chicago supermarket sent a
pickup truck and a work crew to
load up 20 of Week's 10-pound
watermelons. [t took two men and
a slab of thick canvas to pick up
each one. The men complained of
sore backs.
Dozens of gargantuan melons
have overtaken Weeks' back
pasture and they sell (or $20 to $75
each. But that's not how Weeks
makes a living.
.
He sells seeds. The 197-pounder
produced 1,717 seeds. Weeks sells
them and thousands of others in
100 seed stores across North
Carolina and by mail order to 49
· states.
Since Weeks began "crossin" up
seeds" back in 1964, his fields have
drawn crowds from such places as
New Jersey and Chicago. They
"U' s a challenge, 1 reckon,~
Weeks said.

''lwondet•
lrltwasthe

The
documents
included
protocols on European· and .' LO~ ANGELES (UPI) - Eve!
bilateral conferences, on German- ·Knievel tried to plead guilty or no
Polish relations and. on inner ·c6ntest Wednesday to charges ihat
foreign ministry happenings, ac- he'beat a television executive with a
baseball bat,. but objections by his
cording to the charges,
Berger said she received a total of attorney persuaded the judge to
$17,241 and presents worth $4,310 pospone the plea for one day,
for her work, but that was just · The daredevil stuntman, who
remained free on $1 ,000 bail,, said
incidental.·
hl:- wanted to admit the charge of
And Peter? He left West Germany hurriedly when security assault with a deadly weapon and
officials began to check on Berget,
"put myself at the mercy of the

. , When attorney Paul Caruso tacking Sheldon Saltman, vice
.complained that Knievel was not president or' 20th Century-Fox's
'!!ware of other alternatives telecommunications
division,
:available to him, Judge Frances outside the studio commissary last
Rothschild decided to review law on month.
the issue and hold a hearing today
on whether Knievel could plead
Saltman,, 46, was hospitalized
against his attorney's advice.
after the fracas with. a broken arm
·
"There's no use consulting a and wrist and cuts and bruises.
·Court of ~aw," Knievel told
Knievel's agent issued a
reporters after the short hearing.
statement
· claiming that the
"I'm .not saying I'm wrong. If you
stuntman was angered by a book
did something, you should .say you Saltman wrote last year. He called
~~~uil~.:~ll people in this country the book "A Filthy Lie" and said it
insulted Knievel, and his mother,
Knievel. 38, is accused of at- grandmother, wife and children.
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To Cross Atlantic
Two Colorado Balloonists Wednesday lost their gamble to be the first to
fly the Atlantic and ditched their helium-filled ·"Eagle" about 50 miles
·southeast of Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Both pilots were reported uninjured.
Dewey Reinhara and Steve Stephenson, of Colorado Spdngs, Colo.,
were spotted floating in the water by a Canadian search and rescue aircraft
crew who relayed the location to a ground tracking statioil near
Washi:I~ton, D.C. Two ships moved to pick up the men and their black
and silver balloon.
"We did confirm that the Eagle has landed in the water off the coast of
Halifax, Nova Scotia," said Don Witten of the Goddard Space Flight
Center.
"Both pilots are okay.''
The gondola of the balloon was a catamaran. that enabled the men to
floatin the high Atlantic waves. ·
The coast guard in ·New York said they had a plane circling overhead
dropping smoke markers and that the rnen had spashed down at3:30 p.m.
EDT: A spokesman said they had put out a sea anchor and were riding
comfortably.
_
The Canadian Coast Guard in Halifax said it had a ship in the area and
were sending another as well as a helicopter to the scene.
Earlier, the two balloonists had "anchored" with a unique system of
buoys linked to a steel cable in an attempt to hold the balloon from drifting
off course until a low pressure system passed.
Witten said the ground crew had not yet been advised why the men lost
their $250,000 attempt to become the first balloonists to cross the Athintic.
Since 18.73, 15 attempts have been made and five persons have died.
The longest distance traveled by a balloonist was last year when Ed Yost,
a lifetime balloonist who holds several balloon patents, reached 200 miles
east of the Azores.
Yost made Reinhard's balloon and was in charge ofjts inflation. He also
designed the balloon's gondola which is shaped like a catamaran and floats
on water.

Out of the Hospitals
Onto the .Highways
WASHINGTON (,UP!). - After
hearing arguments that airbags will
"keep a lot of people out of
hospitals and out of the morgue,"
Congress Wednesday upheld an
administration order requiring
passive restraints in all new cars by
1984.
The action came on a 65-31
Senate vote killing a resolution that
would have overturned Transportation Secretary Brock Adams'
June 30 order.lt requires automatic
crash protection devices in big cars
by the 1982 model year, in medium
size and compacts by 1983 and in
subcompacts by 1984.
To block the order, both houses
of Congress would ha~e to vote
against it by Friday. Just hours
before the Senate action, the House
Commerce Committee voted 16-14
to keep the measure from getting to
the House floor for a vote ..
Adams has'estimated 9,000 lives
a year would be saved by mandatory use of airbags, which
automatically inflate from under

the dashboard in head-on collisions
to protect front seat occupants
from injury.
.
Opponents called for more
testing, citing evidence that airbags
can malfunction.
·

Overnight

·KINKO'S

HAYAY SHALOM
Reco~ded

Message
Phone 296·8568

NoMimm.,m
2312 Cent. SE 268-85I5

Levi~

for Less!

Hundreds of other items on sale
October 6-16!
Levi's® Denim Bells
& Big Bells
(#646-02 and #684-02*)
Reg.$16.00 and $17.00
now only

$12.50
Levi's® Cords
(#646-15 and #519-15*)

Reg.$15.50
now onlv

$12.50
0

684·02 & 519-15

not in all stores.

Coronado Center

)

maraschino

cherry?"

NO DRUGS
NO GIMMICKS
NUTRITIONALLY
BALANCED
2632 Pennsylvania NE
suite E
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Got it ffiade in the. Shade

"We collaborate on the basic been primarily bar work. "Playing
'<:trrangements, They do a complex structure, and then the more in- bars· is a good thing for getting
version of the Pointer Sisters' song tricate parts of the arrangement just musically together," said Scott
"Steam Heat" that wouldn't work evolve onstage. It takes maybe two Sutherland. "If you can do it in a
without their intricate harmonies weeks for a song to turn into bar, you can do it anywhere,
and instrumentation. This is merely something," Scott Sutherland because there is so much emotional
·
stress with bar work. And it's hard
one example. "With our in- added.
work. Most people don't think
strumentation we are forced to have
that, but it's true. It's· a good
arrangements to songs," said Sid.
testing ground for musical and
"You can't be a copy band if you
personal relationships. It's a good
don't have all tl;le instruments,
'
beginning
for whatever you decide
"We don't do a lot of arranging
to
do."
when we rehearse a song, A lot of it
You can catch the varied styles of
tends to come together after we've
Made
in the Shade at the Establishplayed the song awhile in a bar,"
ment
throughout October. After
s~id Scott Brown.
that it's the Albuquerque Inn for
two weeks, followed by two weeks
at the Friar's East. After that, this
hard-working band just might take
a week off to learn new material.
Go see for yourself how their hard
work has
off.
con,. f(Qm p,&

Hotter With the· Shade

get
fiQnnelled
'

.

By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Having only been together since
February, the competence and
overall tightness of Made in the
Shade is impressive.
Some of this has to do with the
previous experience the members
have gained through playing with
other successful Albuquerque
bands, but much of it is in the
interplay of the musicians and their
mutual love of the· music they
perform.
As bass player Scott Brown said,
"There's a lot of freedom in this
band. There's really "very little
prejudging going on. Whatever any
of us wants to do, we do, and we
have a good time at it."
One of the strongest assets of the
band is that all the members are
excellent singers.
The members include Scott
Brown who is one of the liveliest
bass players I've heard in
Albuquerque. Made in the Shade
uses no electric lead guitar, so
Scott's bass work is stronger and
more varied than most bass players'
work. "On bass I tend to compensate for the lack of a lead
guitarist. I'd probably play simpler
and with more bottom if we had a
lead guitarist," said Scott.
On vocals, acoustic guitar and
congas is Donna Stark who once
sang lead for Coo Coo Ca Chao.
"I'm happier with this band. Coo
Coo Ca C::hoo was a folkish trio
that was limited instrumentally,"
Donna has a high, gentle voice (yet
strong) that works as a good
contrast to the male voices of the
rest of. the group. She is not simply
a female singer, but rather an integral part of the band, and
likewise, the band is not simply her
backup group.
Scott Sutherland fills in the
bottom with his drumming. He
contributes a good amount of the
vocals and also adds his
songwriting talents. Both Scotts
previously played in Haywire, an
Albuquerque group that disbanned
a year ago last August.
"One of the big differences
between this band and Haywire is
that this band is working constantly," said Scott Brown.
"Haywire was also a much heavier
band in terms of sound. We played
a lot of hard rock stuff, but the
'main difference is in volume and

the amount that the band works,"
simply too good not to have a
"The material is different also," dominant role; it would be a gross
added Scott Sutherland, ''In miss-use of his impressive talents.
Haywire we played a lot to please
Although Sid enjoyed· his stint
ourselves. It was self-indulgent with Frank Larrabee, he is happy
both in choice of material and with Made in the· Shade. ''This is a
presentation,"
lot different than playing with
Sid Fendley plays both acoustic Frank. It's a lot freer for me in the
and electric piano. Sid played sense that we do many different
keyboards with Frank Larrabee for styles. I enjoyed playing with Frank
two years before forming Made in and I learned a lot from him. A
the Shade. The band relies heavily good third of the material we
on Sid's magnificent piano work. played was his and 1 admire that.
As Scott Sutherland said, "We His band works with a concept and
have a typical instrumentation. I it's a good concept. This band is
don't know of any other band in much more jazz oriented, comthe area that relies as heavily on pletely different in style. We maybe
piano,'' Some of this has to do with do four songs that are in the style
the lack of a lead guitarist. A strong Frank does,"
guitarist would inevitably force
One of the distinctive qualities of
Sid's piano work into more of a Made in the Shade is their precise
back-up role, and Sid's work is
-cont. on p.9
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Made in the Shade also works
original material into their show.
"That's· one of the advantages of
being a local band," sald Donna,
~'When I was on the road we never
played an qriginal. When you play ·
places like the I-!oliday Irin or any
other chain, you just can't do it,
Yet people seem to respect you
more if you do it."
"That's one of the nice things
about Albuquerque," Brown said. ·
"You can do originals here. I've
heard that in. San Francisco bars
you have to play top for.ty. Here a
lot of the bands are,writing quite a
bit, which is nice. H,ere, originals
are being accepted as well R!J. the
tunes that people recognize.''
Since February, 'the band has
been working five nights a week
with only two ~eeks off. This has
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Sid Fendley

,;, ·First Take: Members.. of 'the th~ ':He~dqtiarters on Central this
UNM Jazz Band use a guitar, ·week and you hear a lot of
trombone, saxophone, bass, drums screamin' and hollerin' and see
and keyboards to create their people going crazy, doing the·
improvisational sounds at the SUB fastest swing in town; you'll know
today from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. in that the Ramblers are there.
the SUB,
H.Hoppcr Band: People liken
Traveller:
New
Mexico's this band to a dynamo engine. They
premiere rock group gets lop billing emit raw energy in their music .•
for the homecoming dance Alfalfas at 5001 Lomas NE has the
Saturday
night
after
the band that includes a female
homecoming football game. They'll songbird, a sax player who can play
be at the SUB Ballroom from 9:30 the keys, a guitar player who
p.m. to I a.m. They'll play doesn'tliketobecalledBarryM.,a
anything from Earth, Wind. & Fire drummer who is in no way
to Boston, spiced. with rockin' associated with the Academy
originals "Open Seas" and Awards, a keyboard player who
"Stranded." Ask Tom Bird for a likes his beer lite and a bassist who
mellow number.
claims he's never worked at the
Made in the Shade: They were carnival.
good enough to make Bandstand
today, they'll be good enough for
your musical and dancing enjoyment at the Establishment in
Montgomery Plaza. This group will
surprise you with their clever
arrangements and subtle hooks.
Buzzard Boogie Band: They're in
for a landing at the Apollq at San
Mateo near Lomas. They mix rock
'n' roll with their progressive
country-rock. Be there Friday and
Saturday .night and say "hello'' to

Donna Statk

at the

GBXBRAL
111 Harvard SE - 266-7709
8.117 Menaul NE - 296-5039

l

Lunches Monday Thru Saturday

Old Scratch: This El Paso band
will leave you with a rock 'n' roll
itch. The band is highly polished
with goop originals as well. You'll
be hearing more about them.,
Last Mile Ramblers: ·1r you're at

.

~.

·ffio.de in
the Shode
Photos b_y
Ph_yllis
K!Jshner

Ale.
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prote&sionals?
• Since 1950
., We're opticians, not just order Writers!
• Personal, professional, fast service
t

.

.
.

Low prices
Find Casey Opticians at

-Blood
Plasma

Inside or in the shade they lighten.
In the sun they darken.

PHOTOGRAYorPHOTOSUN
Eyewear from Ts·o.

Donor Center

842-6991

Photochromic lenses are sensitive to light. In the sun,
they darken; indoors they're almost clear, adjusting
automatically. They reduce glare in the sun and let you
get along with only one pair of glasses, inside and out.
Photogray or Photosun lenses are available in your
choice of fashionable frames at TSO, where we care
how you look at life.
Offices in Louisiana, New Mexico and throughout
Texas.

. Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

r.s~o

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

~

..

Prescriotion eyewear since 1935 • Convenient credit available
4300Centra1Ave. S.E. • 4410 Central Ave. S.W.
7210 Menaul Blvd., N.E •
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Lobo Men 8 Up at Tucker

Florida Fem Sets Record
All three UNM golfers are tied
with New Mexico State golfer Doug
Good after the first day of competition. As a result of the men's
fine play, UNM holds an 8-stroke
lead over tourney favorite Brigham
Young by a score of 282 to 300.
Good, and all three UNM men
have a one day total of 72, two
strokes under par.
Following the ,Lobos and the
Cougars closely are Southern
Methodist at 301, and the U nivers\ty
,of Texas at 304.
For the Lobos of coach Dwaine
Knight, Mooney shot a 37 on the
front nine and a 35 on the back
nine. Pelletier was 36 and 36, as was
·
McMillen.
Other Lobo golfers close behind
the leaders are Curt Byrum at 76,
Ron Stelton at 78 and Chris
Nordling at also at 78.
"The playing going on out there
is pretty tough, Knight said. ''BYU
and Ariwna State are looking good
but we have a good chance of
winning."
·
UNM women's golf coach Henry
Sandles, however, was not too
pleased.with his women's first day
finish at eight.
The fern linkers of Kentucky and
UNM's women golfers are
deadlocked at 341. The Ariwna
Wildcats lead the women with a
total of 320. Close behind are
Florida, the defending women
winners at the Tucker, and SMU.
Sandles said, "We were a little
nervous out there. The course
playing is tough and the greens are
fast today. We shOuld pray a lot
better tomorrow because we won't
be that nervous. We should be more
relaxed."
Of the women golfers, Nancy
Romero came in with the best score
of the afternoon for the Lobos tied
for eight place with at) 18-hole total
of83.
"Nancy· played her game
today," Sandles said, "but I'm not
pleased with the overall performance of the girls."
Other Lobo women golfers back
in the pack are Cindy Kelliher with
a score of 85 and Sherri Chandler at
87.
Competition begins this morning
with the men teeing off at 7:20a.m.

golfer Lori Garbac:z; scored an ISBy PETER MADRID
hole total of 72, two under p!\r,
LOBO Sports Editor
University of Florida woman Wednesday afternoon at the UNM
South Golf Course during the 23rd.
. '
/' .
annual Tucker Invitational to break
the old record of14.
Garbac:z: said, "1 think experience from last years's Tucker,
in which I finished fi(th, helped me.
Once you've played this course, you
know how !opiay it."
4csameday
Maybe even more sparkling than
·No M i"imum
Garbac:z:'s 72-stroke performance
was the one-t.wo-three first place tie
in the men's division by UNM
golfers Mitch Mooney; Mark
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515
Pelletier and Jeff Mcmillen.

COPIES

Overnight··.
3lf2°ea'

KINKO'S

.·~
Very fine European &

Indonesian
Food

·'

Indonesian
Dinner Special
LoemQia
T elur Berlada
Bami or Nasi Goreng
Beverage

210

serving all day

Serving lunch and
dinner

Telephone 765-5671
1600 Central SE

.I

i

I
•

LOBO photos by Toby Attenclo

Lobo men's golfer Chris Nor/ding contemplates his shot
on the ninth hole at the Tucker Golf Invite
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Univ. of Florida woman golfer Lori Garbacz set a new
women's course record at the 23rd Tucker Invite with a
72 stroke total.
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women.
Awards will be presented
IDsaturday after the last round of the
1men's play.
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PERSONALS

Will the person Wllo phoned D.J... Gomez on Wed,
morn in~, 1015, please crlll r1gnin: 242·0370. I am
destitute without J.D. Reward offered, 10/18
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT c0 ntrnceplion, sterilization, abortion, Right to Choose, 2940171. 12/3
ll's Old Svrntch for yourdnncing pleasure at Ned's ••
• 'til2 n.m.this week, 10!14
STUDY IN QUITO, Ec1r4dor, nt UNM's Andean
Center, Spring 1978. lnformudon, 2290rtcgaHnll.
277·2636 l 0/28
•
"
CONTACTS?? CASEY OI'TICAL Company, 255·
8736. tfn
WANTEO: single woman, 21-30, Interested In sailing
adventure, Dnllamas etc, Send resume, photo,
questions to Free Spirit, Slur Route, Box 135,
Placitas, N. Mcx. 87043 10/14
20% DJSCOUf'JT to UNM students, (acuity and staff
tit' Footliills Child Development Center, Kinder·
gartcn, pre-kindergarten, pre-school and day care
available, Excellent fncilitles, 1221~ Towner NE,
294-3703 10/14
liBERTARIAN STUDENT'S PARTY, officials'
cl~ctions, Tliur~. Oct. 13th, 7-9 p,m., SUB 231-A
· forcharlcr, 10/13
WHERE CAN YOU find a natural cisarette7 Mint
Bidis are at Pipe & Tobacco Road - ingrediems;
spearminl, gigantic swallow wort, lhornapplc, holy
basil, ma)ornm, sour orange, pnppaya. (107
Cornell SE). 10/17
WE KNOW YOUR BlRTHDA Y is coming up soon,
So don't fake it, D.M. 10/14
HAPPINESS IS a gently sloping ramp up to a wide
~athroom doorl
10/14

2.

LOST AND FOUND

FIND YOURSElF In the Peace Corps, Ortega 233.
277-5907. fs
LOST: leather wallet, holds California Drivers
License, Please call 242.()370 or bring to Marron
Hall, Rrn. 105. 10114
lOST: brown purse at corner of Vassar & !-end, late
Saturday night, Desperately needed! No questions
asked. Contact Rachel at 242-3871 or 277·
5656. 10/14
LOST: turquoise & gold ring, women'~ bathroom,
PL & L hall. 247-4903, Frances. 10/18
LOST: gold wire rim glasses, Zimmerman parking
lot. Janice, 345-3332 between 8·5. 10/14

i'

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Tochnical, general, .legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts & I abies. 345·2125. 1212
LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. l'repare now.
CaliPENM 842-5200. tfn
TYPING: MA, English, on·.campus. 296-8564. fs
SERVE in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233. 2775907. rs
HElP WITH PAPERS- Typing, editing, revision,
research. 281-3001. 10/13
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
reports, proposals, scripts. Fraucnglass Associates,
344·8344. I 1/18
NATIVE FRENCH will tutor lessons & convers~
tions.277-5574. 10118

4.

'
Deadline• 12 noon f~t next da!l'l p.ipet

r....

ORCA will hold its regularly schcd~lcd slaff
meeting-at 1:30 p,m, Ieday.

ffilllton Halltrn. 105· ·

PART TJMECASHIER, weekends, Apply in person,
Frontier Restaurant, 2400 Central SE. 10/13
WATJ!R SAFETY INSTRUcTORS NEEDED. 8
hrs/week. at $3.00/hr. Contact Albuquerque Parks
& Recreation Oept .. Torn Nilson, 766-7427 or 7.66.
4687. 1.0125
.

·s.

FORSALE

MISCELLANEOUS

9.

FELINES

Bing
Bur·gled

6.

.
EMPLOYMENT

Work in the PEACE CORPS. Ortega 233. 2775907. (S
WANTED PART TIME help as Securil)' Guards.
Hours flexible. Call S.I.A., 242·5261, I I/14
PIZZA HUT, 8220 lomas, needs part lime cook to
work nights & weekends, Apply in person
only. 10/14
PART TIME, 6-10 p.m., six women to do phone
work. Earn Sl.OO Jo $3.50 per hr. in salary &
bonuses. Contuct Frank Panzer at Howard John·
son Motorlodgc,243·S693. J0/14
PART TIME, evenings & weekends, IO·IS hours per
week. Neat, personable. Rug Crafters- Coronado
Ccmer. 10/14

An
exclusive
invitation
toUNM
students and alumni
from a very
exclusive studio.

c;overed
Wlr'ago.n

44 As-----:
UNITED Feature Syndicate
. Normally
· Puzzle Solved:
1 Retail
45 Tranquil
establish46 Fast autos:
ments
2 words.
6 Male
49 Kind of car
birds
50 Side oneself
1o vanety of
wi1h
chalcedony 51 Ballet skirt
14 Shed
52 Bathroom
15 Migrant '
fixture
farm
55 Retail shop
worker:.
of old: 2
Informal
words
16 Building ·
58 Actor
beam
Michael
17 Greek letter
18 Resolved
. 60 Newt
problems: 2 61 Passage
words
62 Corrode
20 Ge~man
63 Sunday
arti~Ie •
talks: Abbr:
21 Playmg card 6 4 Having a
40 Objects of
23 Feeds the
strong
12 Fast driver
attacks
pot
flavor
13 Apparel
41 Does a
24 ~rivate
65 Spanish title 19 Artificial
household
mstructor .
DOWN
gem glass
chore
26 Bouquet
22 ---and reel
1 Not baretesters
25 N. American 42 Infers
28 Gave
footed
43 Turning
horse race
2 Place to
26 Clnl dian
point
.
hang one's
an
45 Transpose
. m1o..
hat
emblem
into type
30 Maxtm I
3 Compositions 27 Legal men:
46
Hell
express ng
Abbr.
4 Winnipeg's
47 Ovid fruit
~~~~a
nickname
28
Canadians
31
48 Egg boiler's
. k
5 Made of
or Yankees
gadget
mts 1a e
.
32 Lacking
WO!Jden
29 Wtld revel
49 Full of fat
stability
stnos
30 Code inven- 51 Adjust sails
36 Mature
6 Promising
tor
properly
37 Open skin
person
32 Works hard 53 Annul
ulcers
7 Approval:
33 Subject of a 54 Malt
38 Recent
Informal
patent
beverage
type: Prefix
8 Tender
34 Gas ~or
56 Follow
39 Vague
9 Comprehend
llghtrng
closely
57 Harem room
speculation 10 Powerful'
35 Ruined
42 English
speaker
37 Run before 59"--- you
I here?"
county
11 Lessen
a (:!ale
ACROSS

7.-· TRAVEL

8.

l.ccl!lre: "Translating tl)e lmpossjble" today a1 4
p.nt. in Ortega Hall.

TDDAY'S CIOSSWDBD PUZZLE

CAR POOL TO SCHOOL! I,T,C. 12-6, 265·
9860, 10/18
CHRISTMAS FI.IOHTS7 Think now, ny later!
Reservations at Intercontinental Travel Cenlre, 12.
6, 265-9860. 10/IB·
DENVER-FRANKFURT Christmas Charter,
$44$,00 round trip..Reservntlc:rns Intercontinental
PIPES, RAREOLD.BRIAR straight grains: Italian& 11' Travel Centre, 12·6, 265·9860. 10/18 ,
British h'lnd W<lrkmanship, i.e. the most benutiful _ _ _ _.....:....;;...;..:......;._..:.......:.....;.;;.;..;.;;__ __
smoke. Savinctli Autograph, ?unto Oro, & Deluxe.
GUO and IRC. Call266·3679eves, 10/13
20 USED PORTABLE TVs, $30 to $60. 441
Wyoming NE, 255·5987, 10/15
CHEAP WATERBEDSI Water Trips. $82,95 buys
. you I) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
1959403 PEUGEOT, 266·4547, 10/14
foam comfon pad, 4) any size mattress with 3-ycar
STONEWARE CLAY, glazes, chemicals; spray
guarantee: $89,95, 3407 Central NE. 255booth, compressor, spray gun. 898·8927. 10/14
2289. 11/l
1973 HONDA 500 4 cyl. Excellent condition, extras,
HANDSTITCH
CO-OP, quality handrnadeelothing.
296-8749. 10117
2000 Central SE. New l]lembers always ·
QUEEN SEALY box spring & mattress. Good
welcome: 10/14
·
condition. Call afler5 p.m. 268-3477. 10/17
WliAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Recreation rooms,
1969 VW DUG, AM/FM camtte. Great shape, sharp
study lounges, pool, underground parking, social
looking little car. Good gas saver. 869programs, 303 Ash NE, 243-288 I. 10/12
2951. 10fl7
ART CONSIGNMENTS needed .for Southwe~t gift
ROCKWELL 44RD .lcientific calculator, Many funcshop. Ca!l243·5ll5. -!0117
•
tion! with memory, $18,00. Architect's lamp,
$20.00.821-8136, 10/17
TYPEWRITER, office size manual, $80.00. Call
• Dave: 266·2711. H no answer: 765-5671, 10/17
60" drafting table, $25.00; antique bureau, $160.()0: FREE- 3 n1ale kittens, 243-4102. 10/13
MAMI YA C3 2'A camera, $50,00, 765·
5726, 10/18
1915 SILVtm ·<a~AY NOVA 6, 2 door sedan. auto
trimsmisslon, I rcmnlc owner, excellent. condition:
blue-bc>oll,retull $2600,00, sell for $2300,00, !'hone
345·2359 weekends & nights, days 831·11 II, ext.
281. 10/19
SINGER FUTURA zigzag sewing machine. Top of
line, slill guaranteed, Auto. bobbin winder, computerized but tonholcr, IOO's of fancy stitches. Reg.
$800.00: now SISO.OOcash. 821-4256. 10/26
1958 VOLVO PV444, Great engine, good body.
SSOO.OO firm. Mike, 243-7387, 10/19
1966 VOLKSWAGEN, $650,00 - clean interior,
LONDON (UPI)-A Burglar took
excellent for transportation. 298-0481, 10/19

LAROE FURNISHED ROOM, private bath,
separate entry, use o( kitc!Jcn, washer-dryer, J
block from UNM. $90,00. 265·2403, J0/17
FEMALE - 29, wants roommate until Jan. 1. 2
bdrm. house. Call2.68-6576. 10/17

OlDTOWN

retmll caoh In advance.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share clean apartment, 5
minutes rrom UNM. $95,00/manth plus phon~.
· Call between 4.6 weekdays. 265·0781, 10/19
CAMI'US &PECIAL. ! b~rn1., mostly furnished,
yard. Only $1!9.00; 262-1751, Vall~y Rentals,
$30,00 fee, I 0/19
FOUR ULOCI\S TO UNM. Air, neatly furnished I
bdrm., $90,00, 262·1751, Valley Rentals. ·$30,00
I0/19
APARTMENT FOR RENT. I bcqroo1n, utilities
paid, nice yard, ~at or small dog possible. N~ar
campus. $1 10.~0 a month, fully carpeted & furnished. Call243·7409, after S p.m. 10/18

HOUSING

Makers; of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

nu;ws will m~c1 todqy al 3:30 p.m. In thq
S!lciology Bldg. rm.I08
Free col"fc~ and donllti for all grad s!udents Wed,
fr<lm 10 a.m. till noon In rrn. 209 of the SUB. .
NORML will hold a p~blic meeting Oct, 17ln riJ!.
250-A of the SIJR.

Rc.tea: ISc per word per clc.y, JJ minimum.
5 or more conaecutlv• dc.ya,
.
.9c per word per do.y
(no refunds If co.nceled be~~re 5 Insertions)•

jewelry and other valuables worth
up to $50,000 from entertainer Bing
Crosby's London apartment
Tuesday night, police said Wednesday.
The 73-year-old singer is
currently appearing at the London
Palladium Theater and the burglar
apparently climbed a drainpipe to
get into his apartment in Mayfair
while he was on stage.
Police said the value of the stolen
items was estimated at between
$34,000 and $50,000.

Motobecane
Madness is
Here at the SUB
I·

Open 9:00- til ?

-

1123 CENTRAL NE

New MexiCo Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the NeU? .Mexico Daily
L?bo
times(s) beginning ·
, under_ the heading
(c1rcle one): 1. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say,it

in a Big Way!!

l
(

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Tenns Cash in advance
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Enclosed$--- Placed by.._____ Telephone

~·

1l

Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30P.M.
Monday thru Friday·
Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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